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Apply frequency shaping effects to your audio output in real time. Using short-time Fourier analysis and resynthesis, Shapee allows you to combine two sounds with different musical characteristics to create a new sound. Where they both share similar frequency content, the
amplitude reference will add spectral content to the frequency reference, making its pitch more obvious. Where they don’t share similar frequency content, the amplitude reference will be distorted and the output will follow the musical tonal context of the frequency reference.

Using one of the input signals as the amplitude reference and the other as the frequency reference, creates the ‘shaping’ effect. In effect, you are shaping the frequency content of the input signal by combining their spectral content. Frequency shaping is a method of combining
two input signals in such a way that the combined sound has properties that could not have been achieved by using the two individual input signals. This plugin offers 6 different ways in which the frequency references and amplitude references can be combined: 1. Maximization
- Any point on the frequency reference can be chosen as the point at which the amplitude reference will be combined. In doing this, the amplitude reference will be ‘folded’ into the frequency reference. Using this setting, any point on the frequency reference can be used as the

position of the frequency with the amplitude reference. The effect varies in that, for maximisation, the higher the frequency, the more the amplitude reference will be folded into the frequency reference. Conversely, for minimisation, the higher the frequency, the less the
amplitude reference will be folded into the frequency reference. 2. Surround Max - The amplitude reference surrounds the frequency reference. If the shape is set to surround max, any point on the amplitude reference can be chosen as the position of the frequency reference.

The amount of the amplitude reference that surrounds the frequency reference varies in that, for surround max, the more the amplitude reference surrounds the frequency reference, the greater the amplitude reference. 3. Surround Min - The amplitude reference surrounds the
frequency reference. If the shape is set to surround min, any point on the frequency reference can be chosen as the position of the amplitude reference. The amount of the frequency reference that surrounds the amplitude reference varies in that, for surround min, the more the

amplitude reference surrounds the frequency reference, the less the amplitude reference. 4. Full Wrap - Any point on the amplitude reference can be chosen as the position of the frequency reference. In doing this, the frequency reference will be ‘
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The ‘spectral content’ of a sound here is considered to be the magnitude and phase of a sound in different frequency bands and how they vary over time. The spectral content is normally normalized (always stays between 0 and 1) and is what most other digital audio processors
use. Shaping the spectral content can be done in a controlled way by a delay line. The delay line is very simple to implement and does not require a lot of computer power. The drawback is that it normally adds sound artifacts, is always in a fixed tone. The delay line is also very

monotone, the plugins is shaped and has volume gradually turns up with the time. The Shapee VST plugin offers a control called ‘Doppler’ which is similar to the function in the delay line. In this plug-in the spectral content of the two sounds and how they overlap in the frequency
domain is shaped. This control is very complex to implement and must be protected against interference. You have to separate the two sounds with a filter with adjustable parameters. The results are then shaped using a waveform matching and resynthesis process. This process
is very complex to implement and very demanding in terms of RAM. This processing can become very heavy when modulating the frequencies of the amplitude reference sound. But that’s what the Shapee VST plugin is intended to do. The 3 controls in the VST plugin are: Speed:

The user sets the desired speed of the plugin by turning the control and the plugin turns the same amount of frequencies. It has no effect for the ‘Doppler’ control. Doppler: The user sets the amount of time to where the spectral content of the amplitude reference sound (left)
starts to shift in frequency in relation to the frequency reference sound (right). The shift is how fast or slow the control turns. Reverse: The control changes the order of the frequency reference, the amplitude reference and the current sound. If the control is turned to the right,
the sound is turned to the right and so on. The controls in the Shapee VST plug-in only control the spectral content and the mixing of the reference and the current signal. The VST plugin does not change the pitch of the current sound or the sound source sound. You should not

ask what it would do if the controls were programmed. You’d probably understand this better if you read the papers described in the beginning. b7e8fdf5c8
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The plugin only allows the frequency reference to be converted in phase. This is a further important design restriction, as the only available control is the frequency conversion in the frequency reference. There is however the possibility of the phase applying to the target signal
also via an earlier-stage analysis stage. The processed signal from the analysis stage then goes to a resynthesis stage. There are three resynthesis modes that give the user control over the signal at this stage: Scale, Progressive/Artefact, ‘Breathy’ The Scale mode allows you to
convert the entire frequency reference to have a one over frequency conversion. This usually results in ‘chop’ sounds, but that is pretty much the whole point. The Progressive/Artefact mode can be used to control the ‘pinching effect’, in which the output level of the output signal
is lowered and the timbre of the output becomes warbled. In theory, using this mode one could even create a noise sound. The third mode – ‘Breathy’ – may not seem like anything special, but it is. This mode takes the output of the analysis stage and adds it to the frequency
reference before resynthesising the signal. The result is a very strong ‘breathy’ effect. The plugin has several optional parameters for further control over the generated sound. These include controls for the target and frequency references, plus the transfer coefficient (‘alpha’)
and the number of shapee frames (‘shapee_frames’). You may be interested in trying out the Shapee demo. You can use it to see the plugin in action and make adjustments to the parameters.An Irish Harp is a Celtic musical instrument in the diapason of mandolin, guitar,
recorder, harp psalteries and bagpipe that makes a percussive sound for folk songs of the people of the ‘Celtic’ and the Irish regions of the world. The harp is made out of a 25 cm Irish luth or long-necked, celtic harp is the largest of the three Irish harps, one second in length is a
Renaissance harp (usually Irish) and another one third the same length of a harp. The harp or fret-board of the harp is made with strings. It is used in entertainment and for educational and cultural purposes. A view of the bent fretboard that is

What's New In?

Shapee accepts two audio signals and can deliver up to 3 output signals. The output signal is equal to the input with an added ramp that defines the dynamic ramp of the output. The dynamic slope of the ramp is controllable between flat and variable (i.e. “what” slope you get is
controlled by the variable factor). Other parameters include the difference control, which moves the ramp further away from the input if the amplitude distribution of the frequency reference is longer than the slope of the ramp, hence giving a smoother transition. The frequency
reference can be set to be equal to the audio signal (output equal to input) or it can be set as the complementary signal of the frequency reference by using - as the sign (inverse of frequency reference). The parameter ‘ramp end’ controls where the ramp ends and can take any
value between 1 to 1 – 2 (where 1 represents a straight line and 2 represents a straight line with the start of the ramp at a different point along the x axis than the end). In the ‘ramp’ parameter you can control how much of the ramp you want to use. Setting this to zero removes
the ramp completely. The parameter ‘ramp start’ controls where the start of the ramp is and can take any value between 1 to 1 – 2. • In the ‘base’ parameter you can select the base note (in semitones) that will begin the ramp. This must be a note that the frequency reference
doesn’t cover. For example a cycle of a note from the A to C is quite short but a cycle of the same note from the A to B is much longer, hence the ramp will have a slightly different form. • The ‘rhythm’ parameter defines the release time for the ramp and is set between 1.0 to
0.4. A value of 0.4 results in a ramp with an on/off switch at every beat. If you’d like to introduce some sort of release to the ramp that isn’t strictly at beat, you can set the ‘weight’ parameter to any value between 0.1 to 1.0. Values near 0.0 results in a pulse-like ramp and near
1.0 results in a ramp that is flat for a very small duration and then has an exponential drop-off. • ‘ramp’ (in semitones) • ‘diff’ (in semit
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